LMF House Meeting [DATE]

Absent:
*denotes excused
Ashley*, Hailey*

Tardy:
Kelly, Sofi, Charlotte, Elisa

LMF 40th Reunion: coming up, ~20 alums coming. Need help baking dessert type things. No dinner, but will probably be slideshows of times past. November 15th at 8pm (Saturday). Sarah saying we could spend some money on nice things like cheese. Food steward ballpark figure? ~$50, most stuff will come out of bulk.
People should help make things, there will be sign-up sheets
Caitlin proposes $50 budget for feeding alumni, motion passes [YES: 22, NO:0, ABSTAIN:4]

Alumni stuff: Possibility of maybe once a month having an alumni dinner, maybe having $20 of extra budget. Would help foster relationships with them and stuff. Maggie: think of this as an investment; the immediate payback is not necessarily there. Xiaoyue: Not all alums benefit, need to be careful that it’s not the same ones coming over and over again Maggie: Might not be fair to undergrads
Daniela: Also a problem if only a couple alumni show up
Kelly: Can start off with once a semester, if enough people show up, can upgrade to once a month, etc.
Conclusion: once a semester with slight budget increase maybe, revisit in December
Adam: maybe ask them, as fun as social experiments are
Sarah: you should say hi to alums when they do show up!

Dishwasher Policy: Clear dishwasher so that it is empty when dinner happens, set it to run after dinner (either immediately or at 8)

Friendly Reminders: Be hygienic. Common sense applies. #BermudaTriangleBathroomProblems

Tea Kettle: Has been dying. Possibility of investing in a new one if it breaks.
Proposal: $40 to buy one tea kettle to replace Jean’s that we probably broke through overuse, also one for the house [YES: 14, NO: 0, ABSTAIN: 9]

Speaking French at dinner: Conclusion: half the house speaks French. Idea of having French-speaking table. Seems to be support for this idea. THERE WILL BE NO SEGREGATION BASED ON LEVEL OF FRENCH. This is important.
Whether or not you speak French, Rebecca will start reading French bedtime stories; let her know if you have ideas for other stories! (d’awwww)

Diner de Noel: Usually in early December. Need to choose a chef and sous-chef. Kelly and Sarah will co-chef, sous-chef: Ben, Daniela, Elisa, Carrie, Jesse all volunteered. Elisa was chosen totally at random.
For freshmen who do not know: It is our holidays dinner. We invite alums, make obscene amounts of food.
Budget: $500 motion passes [YES: 23, NO: 0, ABSTAIN: 5]

Officer reports:
President Caitlin: Next house meeting will be house photo for yearbook, 7:30 in kitchen. Will send more information when it comes closer.
VP Rashed: Hellooooo.
Tresorier Luisa: Nothing
Food Stewards Jean & Sarah: PLEASE ONLY USE YOUR INGREDIENTS. THEY ARE IN THE BOX. OR TOP SHELF OF FRIDGE. 
Pantry is beautifully organized now. Put things back where you found it 
CLEAN THE KITCHEN
Shared fridge now has stickers for where to put things. For instance, don’t put gardes on bottom shelf 
Don’t have expensive items on menus (Dull spoon + murder) 
We have new Tupperware!!!! Would love to be reimbursed ($20) (can reimburse herself yay)
When food delivery, HELP OUT 
Secretaire Adam: Caitlin mentioned house photo; as soon as I have a copy of it, I will put it on the website.
REX Chairs: Yay REX!
Sports Andy & Steven: Tomorrow is our last badminton game of the season, thanks to all who participated! We’re doing ok, winning as much we lose (which is historically very good for us :p)
Social Caitlin & Maggie: Thank you for coming to the Halloween party!
Middle East has 18+ days on Tuesdays, let me know if you’re interested! Have live music, dancing, is close. Will organize if there’s interest.
Option 2: nightclub in Boston that is only open 2-6 in morning.
Education Sasha: Bonjour! Movie night went really well, lots of you showed up. Next one in two weeks, will send out poll for movies. Bring your professors to dinner! 
Marathon went OK, but was hoping for more French during marathon. Will try harder next time.
Also, yay! French table.
Tech Chair Jacob: Yay printers, something like 900 pages have been printed on it. Will resend e-mail explaining how to set up printer. Might be running out of toner soon, but Rebecca can replace it.
Environment Mary & Kelly: Fridges have been lotteried. Maisonnette closet: please remove your stuff if it is still there from over the summer.
Our pictures are old. Don’t have a lot of pictures to put up of current house, maybe wait for DDN 
Sasha: No reason not to put pictures up. Send pictures to Mary, or put it in the LMF pictures dropbox but MAINTAIN THE ORGANIZATION
NH Rep Kelly: Have issue with representation for New House right now. NH presidents meetings happen in middle of Kelly’s HASS class. Needs replacement every other week – Sasha volunteered. 
Sarah explained NH government structure; we need representation on Board (of house representatives). Important stuff like amendments to Constitution being voted on.
GRT Rebecca: Yes you can use my oven for the turket for DDN.
Please send me ideas and days for bedtime story
At last GRT meeting representative from MIT Mental Health came and talked about resources. It’s a great resource, make use of it if necessary.
Thanksgiving in NH will be as usual in Wes’ apartment. Rebecca will be cutting the turkey 
Dad is coming to visit from France, so speak French!